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Abstract 
Ganesh, M., A BIE method for a nonlinear BVP, Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics 4.5 
(1993) 299-308. 
A nonlinear boundary value problem (BVP) governed by Laplace’s equation with a nonlinear boundary 
condition is considered. This paper is concerned with the numerical solvability of a nonlinear boundary 
integral equation (BIE) obtained by reformulating the nonlinear BVP. We give a simple alternative to the 
standard collocation method for the nonlinear BIE which requires less computational effort. The method is a 
BIE analogue of the product approximation method used for solving some nonlinear problems by the 
finite-element method. We obtain superconvergence of approximate solutions introduced in this paper. 
Keywords: Nonlinear boundary integral equation; standard collocation; product collocation. 
1. Introduction 
We consider the nonlinear boundary value problem (BVP) 
Au(x) = 0, XEl2, (1.1) 
Wx) 
- = -g(x, u(x)) +f(x), 
an, 
x ET, (1.2) 
where the domain fl is a two-dimensional simply connected open region with a smooth 
boundary r. The simple closed curve r is such that the transfinite diameter of r [15,27] is not 
equal to one and IZ, is the outer normal to r at X. The nonlinear BVP (1.11, (1.2) arises in 
many branches of science and engineering, see, for example, [7,8,16,17] and references therein. 
To obtain the numerical solution of (1.11, (1.21, we first reformulate the BVP as a nonlinear 
boundary integral equation (BIE). Using the fundamental solution for the two-dimensional 
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Laplacian and Green’s formula, we have 
1 a 
j---/_~(y)~ log lx-yld& 
/ 
au(Y) 
- log IX-yJds,=u(x), x~J2, 
Y 
27~ r an, 
(1.3) 
=;u<x>, XEr.
(1.4) 
Substituting the boundary condition (1.2) in (1.4), we get a nonlinear mixed Hammerstein 
boundary integral equation: 
X-Y I ds, - +(Y, U(Y)> log IX-Y 1 dsy 
Tl- 
= -&(y) loglx-ylds,, XE~. (1.5) 
We solve (1.5) for the unknown u on the boundary r. Then using (1.2) and (1.3), u can be 
evaluated in the domain 0. 
Numerical analysis of (1.5) was recently initiated in [24] using the Galerkin method. In [5,23] 
the numerical solvability of (1.5) is studied for Nystriim and collocation methods respectively. 
Further, error estimates obtained for the Galerkin and collocation methods in [23,24] are 
improved and generalised in [10,25]. 
From an engineering point of view, collocation is a popular numerical method for solving 
boundary integral equations. Although convergence analysis for the standard collocation 
method (SCM) has been well discussed in [10,23,25], in practice the SCM for nonlinear integral 
equations of the Hammerstein type has a marked computational disadvantage. Due to contri- 
butions from nonlinear terms, SCM computational procedures become very expensive - many 
integrals are to be evaluated at each step of some iteration process to solve the resulting 
collocated nonlinear algebraic system. For, in the SCM, the solution u of (1.5) is approximated 
by 
Un(x) = I?I aj,n4j,n(x)~ XET, 
j=l 
where d+. . . ,4, n are basis functions of some appropriately chosen finite-dimensional space 
S,(r). To determine the unknown coefficients a, n,. . . , art,n, we require U, to satisfy (1.5) at 
certain (collocation) points xi,n E r, i = 1,. . . , n. Hence, we obtain a system of n nonlinear 
algebraic equations in a,,,, . . . , a_: 
2 aj,n&j,n(Xi,n) - ’ I? 'j,n_/"d'j,n(Y)$ log I Xi,n -_VI ds, 
j=l T j=l r Y 
Yy f: aj,n4j,n(Y) log I ~i,~ -y 1 ds, 
j=l 
= -;/$(y)log lxi,n-yIdsy, i=l,...,n. (1.6) 
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In general the nonlinear algebraic system (1.6) is solved by some iterative method. We 
observe that the second integral in (1.6) has to be evaluated IZ times at each step of the 
iteration, Further we note that the integrands have logarithmic singularity. Consequently at 
each step of the iteration, both numerically and analytically, many integrals have to be 
evaluated. Thus the SCM is very expensive and also not practically feasible to implement. Due 
to this computational difficulty and in view of the practical importance of the nonlinear BVP 
(l.l), (1.2), a good alternative to the SCM needs to be developed for (1.5). 
With this motivation, in this paper, we give a variation of the SCM for the nonlinear BIE 
(1.5). The simple method, to be discussed in Section 2, could be considered as a BIE version of 
the product approximation method used for the treatment of nonlinear terms in the finite-ele- 
ment method, see for example, [9]. It could also be treated as a variant of the Kumar-Sloan 
[21] collocation-type method. The primary reason for the method, henceforth termed as 
product collocation method (PCM), is computational ease. In contrast to (1.61, the collocated 
nonlinear algebraic systems in the PCM do not have integrands depending on the unknown 
coefficients to be determined. Thus all the integrals required for the computation can be 
evaluated once and for all before the start of any iteration process. In addition, we obtain 
better rate of convergence of product collocation approximations compared to the optimal rate 
of convergence obtained in [10,23,25] using the SCM. 
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 3, we prove the local existence, 
uniqueness and convergence of approximate solutions of the PCM. Section 4 contains a brief 
discussion on a discrete version of the PCM, and finally in Section 5, we give computational 
results of some test problems to substantiate the theory. 
2. The product collocation approximation 
First we fix up some notations needed for our analysis. For s E R, let H”(T) denote the 
usual Sobolev-Slobodeckij spaces with II. I) S. We note that H’(r) =L2(r> and for s < 0, 
H”(T) is the dual of H-“(T) with respect to the L2(r> inner product. Let C(T) denote the 
continuous functions space with supremum norm 1) . )I m. 
Let the smooth boundary r be parameterized by a smooth function y : [O, 27~]-+ r which is 
2n-periodic, and let 1-y’ 1 > 0. For 12 2 1, let 
I&: 0 = t, < t, < -*. <t, = 2?T 
be a quasi-uniform mesh [10,23,24], h = 1/ n. Let 2: denote the space of 2n-periodic, 
(d - l)-times continuously differentiable smooth splines of degree d on II,,. The boundary 
element space in which we seek collocation approximations is denoted by Sf and is defined as 
We have the following properties on Sf [2,3,10,11,23,24]. 
Approximation property. For all u E H”(T), s G d + 1, there exists 4 E St such that 
(2.1) II u - 4 II t < Ch”-’ II u II s, 
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where t < s, t < d + i. (Throughout this paper C is a generic constant which may assume 
different values at different occurrences, which is independent of n.) 
Inverse property. For all 4 E Sf, t < s < d + +, 
II 4 II s 6 C/z’-’ II 4 II t. (2.2) 
In order to obtain the numerical solution of (1.5), we consider the following coupled system 
which is equivalent to (1.5): 
1 
x-y1 ds,+ - z&) log Ix-Ads, / rr 
-;/-J-(y) log Ix-Ads,, (2.3) 
z*(x) =g(x, q(x)), XEl-. (2.4) 
We first find standard collocation approximations to (2.3), (2.4) in Si. If d is odd, we use nodal 
point collocation and in case of even-degree splines, we assume the mesh 17, is uniform and we 
consider midpoint collocation, We note that in the SCM for (2.3), (2.4), we seek separate 
collocation approximations to z, and z2 in Sf and hence integrands appearing in the resulting 
collocated system do not have any direct contribution from the nonlinear term g. Let z~,~, z*,~ 
be standard collocation approximations to z1 and z2, respectively. The product collocation 
approximation uh is defined by 
z+(x) = ;$(Y); log lx -Y I d s, + ;//Z+(Y) log Ix -Y I ds, 
-;)-(Y,LI: Ix-Ads,, XEI-. (2.5) 
Using operator-theoretic techniques, we prove the convergence of u,, to the actual solution u 
of (1.5) under the following assumptions on the known functions f and g. 
(Al) f~ H’(r), for some r > - i; 
(A2) g is defined and continuous on r X R; 
(A3) ag(x, u>/av exists and is continuous on r x R. 
Let S and D respectively denote the single- and double-layer operators defined by 
Su(x) := - i-/(y) log )x-y ( dsy, XEr, 
Du(x) := i-/(y); log (x-y I ds,, XET. 
Y 
The single- and double-layer operators satisy the following properties [10,23,24]. 
(2.6) 
P*7) 
Lemma 2.1. For s E R, 
(i) S, D : H”(T) ---) Hsfl(r) are bounded; 
(ii) S, D : H”(T) + H”(T) are compact; 
(iii) S, D : L’(r) -+ C(T) are compact. 
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Let G be the Nemytskii operator defined by 
Gu(x) :=g(x, U(X)), x ET. (2.8) 
Assumption (A2) implies that G is a bounded, continuous operator from C(T) into itself and 
(A3) implies that for u E C(T), the FrCchet derivative of G at u, denoted by G’(u) exists as a 
bounded linear operator on C(T) [19, p.811. 
Let Ph : C(r) + S; be the spline interpolator-y operator defined by 
P,u(x,) := u(xJ, i = l,, . .) II, 
where xi are collocation points defined by 
Xi ‘= y($(ti_, + ti)), i 
Y(Q? if d is odd, 
if d is even. 
From assumptions on the mesh Uh, we have Ph is uniformly bounded in the C(T) topology 
[lo]. Also for u E H”(T), i <S < d + 1, 
II P/p - u II t G C/z-’ II u II s, (2.9) 
0 < t < d + ;, t <s [2,3,11,23]. 
Now using operators S, D and G, (1.5) can be written as 
u-Du+SGu=Sf. 
To suit our convergence analysis, we write (2.4), (2.5) as 
zr = Dz, - Sz, + Sf, 
z2 = G( Dz, - Sz, + Sf). 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
Standard collocation approximations to the coupled system can be written as 
Zl,h = PhPl,h - %,h + Sf)7 (2.13) 
Z2.,h = PhG(Dz,,/, - %,, + Sf ). (2.14) 
Finally, the product collocation approximation (2.5) is equivalent to the operator equation 
uh=DzIh - Sz,,, + Sf, (2.15) 
where z1 h and ,’ are solutions of (2.13), (2.14). z2 h 
3. Convergence analysis of the PCM 
Following our earlier work in mixed Hammerstein integral equations [12,13], we prove the 
convergence of the product collocation approximation (2.15). 
Theorem 3.1. Let (Al)-(A31 hold. Let u * E H”(r), + <s < d + 1, be a solution of (1.5) and let 
Gu” E H”(T). Further assume that 1 z$ not an eigenvalue of D - SG’(u*) in C(T). Then for 
sufficiently small h, (2.5) has a unique solution u,, in a neighbourhood of u* and 
6) for 0 < t < 1, 
It uh - u* IIt = W”); 
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(ii) fur 1 < t f s + 1, t < d + i, 
I(Uh -u* (If = 0(/z”+‘-‘). 
Proof. We first convert (2.10)-(2.14) as fixed-point equations. To do this, we consider the 
following. For s E R, let H”(T) x H”(T), C(T) X C(T) be product spaces with usual product 
Euclidean norms denoted by 11. II sxs, II * 1) mXm, respectively. Consider the matrix operators K 
and N defined on the product spaces as 
It is easy to see that (2.10) and (2.11), (2.12) are respectively equivalent to the matrix 
operator equations 
w=TNw 
and 
z = NTz, 
where T is defined for z E L’(r) X L2(r) by 
Tz:=Ki+v. 
Also, it can be shown that collocation approximations (2.131, (2.14) are equivalent to 
z,, =g,, NTz, , 
where 
Ph 0 
9h := ’ 'h * I I
The product collocation approximation (2.15) can be written as 
wh = TZ,, 
where zh is a solution of (3.4). 
(34 
(3 4 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
P-5) 
Since U” is a solution of (1.5), we get w * = (u*, u*)~ is a solution of (3.1). Hence z* = NW” 
is a solution of (3.2). From Lemma 2.l(iii) and assumption (Al), it is easy to see that T is a 
compact linear operator from L2(r) x L2(r> into C(r) X C(T). Also, from the properties of 
the Nemytskii operator G, we get N is a continuous and bounded operator on C(T) X C(r). 
Thus NT is a compact and continuous operator from L2(r) X L2(r) into C(T) X C(r). Since 
1 is not an eigenvalue of D - SG’(u*) in C(r), using the chain rule, we can show that 
(NT)‘(z*) does not have 1 as an eigenvalue in L2(r) X L*(r) [13]. Now using the properties of 
the spline interpolation operator Ph and applying [18, Theorem 19.71, we have, for sufficiently 
small h, (3.4) has a unique solution zh in a neighbourhood of z” and 
11% --z”lI 0x0 G c\\9hz* -z* IiOxO’ 
Since z* = (u*, Gu*)~, (3.6) gives 
(3.6) 
IIzh -z*(~~~~Q C[(IP,u* -u*ll;+I(PhGu* - Gu* l\;]1’2. (3.7) 
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Using (2.9) and the hypothesis that u*, Gu * E H”(r), 4 <s < d + 1, from (3.71, we get 
II% -z* Ilox = O(h”)* (3.8) 
Since zh is a unique solution of (3.4) in a neighbourhood of z*, we have wh = Tz, is a unique 
solution of (3.5) in a neighbourhood of Tz*. As w” is a solution of (3.1), Tz* = w*. Also, it is 
easy to show that wh is of the form wh = (uh, uhjT where uh is a solution of (2.5). Thus for 
sufficiently small h, (2.5) has a unique solution uh in a neighbourhood of u*. To obtain error 
estimates (i) and (ii), we must first ensure that uh -u*EH’(T)where l<t<s+l, t<d+$. 
Since u*, Gu* E H”(T), i <s <d + 1, from (2.10) and Lemma 2.1(i), we get 
(u*-,S+HS+*(T), $cs<d+l. 
Also, the solution of (3.4), zh E sf X sf. Since si cH’(r), for all Y < d + i, we have 
wh-~=ICzh~Hrfl (r) xH’+‘(I’), for all r<d + $. 
Since wh = (uh, Uh)= and v = (Sf, Sf)T, from (3.10) we get 
(uh - Sf) E Hr+‘(r), for all y <d + i. 
Equations (3.9) and (3.11) imply that 
(u,--u*)EH’(T), l<t<s+l, t<d++. 
Now, using Lemma 2.1(i) and (3.8), we have for 0 6 t G 1, 
bh-“*iI,= -j$~wh-w*~~~x~= +~ikh-Kr*iitx, 
< q/z, -z* j(ox(j = O(h”). 
Hence (i) holds. 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
We prove (ii) in a standard way. Let 1 < t <s + 1, t < d + 5. Let 
Qh 0 @j, := 0 Qh , 
[ 1 
where Qh : L’(r) -+ St is the orthogonal projection. Now 
1 
(I”h-u*lI,= JZ-(I~~--*/I,,,~Cllzh-z*/I(,-l)x(l-l) 
G c{llzh - @hz* k-l)x(t-1) + kz* -z*Il+I)x(t--l)}’ (3.14) 
Since 0 < t - 1 G s and (t - 1) < d + i, using the approximation and inverse properties (2.1), 
(2.2) and the uniform boundedness of the orthogonal projection Qh, from (3.8) and (3.14), we 
get 
((uh -u* (It < C{h-‘+‘(lzh --z* ]/ox0 + o(k+‘)} = O(hS+l-‘). 17 
Remark 3.2. Saranen et al. [10,23,25] have obtained similar convergence results for standard 
collocation approximations. The convergence rate (i> obtained in Theorem 3.1 is more general 
than the optimal convergence rate obtained in [lo,251 which in turn extend the results of [23]. 
In addition to the computational advantage of our method, the superconvergence rate (ii) in 
Theorem 3.1 substantially improves the standard rate of convergence obtained in [23]. 
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Moreover, our convergence analysis is quite different from that of [10,23,25]. We do not 
require the nonlinear function appearing in the boundary condition (1.2) to satisfy strong 
monotonicity and Lipschitz type conditions as required in the convergence analysis of [10,23,25]. 
This is also very significant from an application point of view as we shall see in Section 5. 
Finally, we do not impose the restriction that the spline degree d 2 1 as in [23]. 
4. The discrete PCM 
In practice, to compute standard collocation approximations ~i,~, z~,~ and hence the product 
collocation approximation uh, we need to discretize integrals appearing in the collocated 
system (2.13)-(2.15). This leads to a fully-discretized product collocation approximation. Since 
the main aim of this paper is to present a computationally easy collocation method for (1.5) and 
since a well-developed analysis is available in the literature for the standard discrete collocation 
method, in this section we briefly mention the idea behind a discrete PCM without getting into 
routine technical details. For a complete analysis of the discrete collocation method, refer to 
[12,20] and the recent work [6] and references given there. 
To discretize integrals in (2.13)-(2.15), we need to choose some quadrature rule to approxi- 
mate integrals in the single- and double-layer operators. This is done by first choosing a 
composite quadrature rule of appropriate degree of precision on [0, 2rr]. Then using the 
parameterization y : [0, 2~1 + r, we discretize the double-layer integral. Due to logarithmic 
singularity, the single-layer integral is discretized using the product integration technique, see, 
for example, [5,14]. Consequently, we obtain discrete product collocation operator equations of 
the form (2.13)-(2.15) with the double-layer operator D and the single-layer operator S 
replaced by approximating operators D, and S,, respectively. To show the convergence of the 
discrete product collocation approximation, we need to assume the following extra condition on 
the nonlinear function g. 
(A4) For all x E r, u E R, g(x, u) is twice differentiable with respect to u and for every 
finite interval [a, b], there exists a constant MrQ,bl such that 
a28(x, U) 
I I a2U 
G qa,bp XE~, a<u<b. 
Using (A4) and the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1 and following the matrix operator-theoretic 
technique of Theorem 3.1, we can show the local existence, uniqueness and convergence of the 
discrete product collocation approximations by applying the general operator-theoretic results 
[4,26]. For full technical details of a parallel analysis, refer to [12]. Finally, to maintain the rate 
of convergence obtained in the continuous PCM, the degree of precision of the composite rule 
(approximating single- and double-layer integrals) is chosen to be at least equal to the degree d 
of the spline approximation. 
5. Numerical examples 
We consider the following test problems: 
Au(x) = 0, x E n = {x E R2: 1 x ( < 0.8}, 
au(x) - = 3(x, U(X)> +f(+ an, 
x E r = {x E R2: 1 x 1 = 0.8}, 
(5.1) 
(5 -2) 
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Table 1 Table 2 Table 3 
n lIu* -UhIlm EOC n Ilu* -&/ICC EOC n Ilu* --uhllcc EOC 
10 2.4078.10-’ 10 2.3087.10-2 10 7.2415.10-2 
1.9982 2.0500 1.9408 
20 6.0269.10-3 20 5.5752.10-3 20 1.8861.10-2 
1.9959 2.0122 2.0079 
30 2.6830.10-” 30 2.4656.10-3 30 8.3558.10-3 
2.0124 2.0116 2.0156 
40 1.5038.10-3 40 1.3822.10-3 40 4.6790.10-3 
1.9888 1.9980 2.0190 
50 9.6483.10 -4 50 8.8504.10-4 50 2.9812.10-3 
2.0057 2.0058 2.0148 
60 6.6932.10-4 60 6.1395.10-4 60 2.0651. lop3 
1.9968 2.0008 2.0215 
70 4.9198.10-4 70 4.5100.10-4 70 1.5122.10-3 
where 
(i) g(x, u(X)> = u4(x), 
(ii) g(x, U(X)) = I u”(x) 0 (5.3) 
(iii) g(x, u(x)) = sin(u(x)). 
The nonlinear function in (i) is typical in heat transfer and heat radiation problems, see, for 
example, [7,8,16,17]. We note that none of the above nonlinear functions satisfy the global 
strong monotonicity condition required in the convergence analysis of [10,23,25]. 
Four our numerical computation, in problems (i) and (ii), we choose f in (5.2) such that 
u*(xl, x,) =x1 is a solution of (5.0, (5.2). For (iii), we choose f such that u*(xr, XJ =x12 -x22. 
Using the PCM, computations are carried out with simple piecewise-linear periodic splines. To 
discretize integrals appearing in the PCM, we choose the Gauss one-point rule and the 
resulting nonlinear algebraic equations are solved using Brent’s algorithm [22]. Tables l-3 give 
the expected order of convergence (EOC) of the product collocation approximation in supre- 
mum norm for problems (i>-(iii), respectively. All the computational results justify the pre- 
dicted order of convergence 2 for d = 1 in Theorem 3.1. 
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